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1) Historical and Economical Context

u not covered by Smith, Ricardo or Stuart Mill

u dominant growth model until late 1950s: Harrod-Domar-
Model (HDM)
à National growth rates are directly proportional to the 
level of investment in the economy

u gave theoretical basis for system of international aid of 
the 1950s and 1960s

u Shift in 1960s and 1970 à Solow-Growth-Model
à health and education program
à improving skills (human capital focus
à reduce poverty



2) Unites States of America: Foreign Aid

u After WWII: Marshall-Plan

u President Truman: « Point Four Program »

1) reduce poverty and increasing production in developing 
countries to create markets for trade for the United States

2) counter the risk of communist influence by helping countries 
prosper under capitalism

u 1961: United States Agency for International Developmpent
(USAID) founded

u Outstanding example: South Korea



Source: dailymail.co.uk



US foreign Aid today
u about 1 percent of US federal budget spent on foreign aid (about $41.9 billion 

in 2017)

u The goals of US foreign aid still the same
“[develop] the markets of the future…[and] partnerships with countries 
committed to enabling the private sector investment that is the basis of 
sustained economic growth to open new markets for American goods” (USAID)



3) Country Comparison





4) Conclusion

u Doucouliagos and Paldam (2008, 2009): Analysis of 97 studies
- small positive relationship between offical aid and growth

u Rajan and Subramanian (2008)
- no significant relation between more aid and faster growth

u Bourguignon and Sundberg (2007):
no sense in measuring relation without examining the causality chain a
nd different kinds of aid instead of meausuring the overall effect



u Collier (2009):
- official aid has increases GDP growth among the poorest nations in the 
world by approximately 1% 
per year, which is a significant number because these countries all have 
a very low growth or stagnation in their GDP

u Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani, Bazzi (2012):
- "increases in aid have 
been followed on average by increases in investment and growth"
-"aid causes some degree of growth in recipient countries, although the 
magnitude of this relationship is modest, 
varies greatly across recipients and diminishes at high levels of aid"

u Ardnt, Jones, and Tarp (2016):
- “sustained inflow of foreign aid equivalent to 10 percent of 
GDP is roughly expected to raise growth rates per capita by one 
percentage point on average.”
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